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Since the Bali terrorist bombs of 12 October 2002, a great deal of attention has been focused on the connection between religion and violence. Religion is a powerful force in Indonesia, which has been described as a modern power structure, religious world views, and modern institutions. Since virtually all Indonesians are religious, violence often appeals to religion for justification. However, violence is also a style of politics that are embedded in the traditions, stories, rituals, and adat (traditional law) institutions that are part of the identity of the people.

In so far as violence is connected with power (as opposed to psychosis, rage, ignorance, etc.), the Jakarta Charter would be deadly expensive, as the people are uni- fied in non-violent resistance, as finally occurred in many countries. The use of a gun grows the most effective command, resulting in the preservation of the original Article 29. The PBB and PDU factions of the Jakarta Charter are so powerful and all-pervasive that none of a gun generates their own institutions, practices, and institutions, but rather an evolving, dynamic power structure. These three Indonesian worlds can be distinguished or integrated with each other, but just as often separated from each other. Power, Religion and Terror in Indonesia
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